
FINISH THAT DISH

“Finish That Dish” tests the ability of eight creative 
chefs in four teams to prepare special dishes 
without communicating with their teammates in an 
innovative contest which offers a unique recipe for 
fun and entertainment. 
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The innovative cooking contest “Finish That Dish” sets eight chefs in four teams 
against each other in a battle that tests their ability to understand how their 
teammates’ think without communication between them. They may complete 
the task masterfully or fail disastrously in this entertaining culinary relay race.

Speed and planning are everything in this unique game, as the first four cooks 
launch into their challenge, slicing, dicing, seasoning, and hoping to start sauteing 
before the buzzer rings. Once it does, the drama steams up as they must drop 
their knives and exit the kitchen, leaving their teammates to complete the dishes. 
Meanwhile, their four cooking partners have been waiting in an isolation area, 
having seen and heard nothing of what has been happening on stage. When the 
bell rings they immediately exit their booths and race to their cooking station to 
see what their partner has already prepared. The meat is already in the fryer and the vegetables are sizzling, but what does 

the second chef do now? They must quickly figure out what their teammate 
was preparing and “Finish That Dish.” The contestants need to be quick-witted, 
imaginative and nimble to produce a culinary delight in a race against the clock 
and their rivals.

Teamwork is normally key for success in any team contest, but that principle is 
turned on its head when the team members are unable to communicate with 
each other. That’s the unusual element which spices up this contest and demands 
more initiative from the time-pressured chefs.
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The secret of success is how well the first chefs are able to guide their partners by 
leaving pointers and clues, setting up and organizing the ingredients and utensils 
which their teammate will need to complete the dish. It will then be up to the 
second chef to understand this signs correctly and put the finishing touches to 
the plate.

To make their task tougher, the winning team will have to work their magic not 
just once but three times, with one of the four teams eliminated in each of the 
first two rounds. First is a 30-minute appetizer round and then a 40-minute 
entrée, before the final two teams battle it out in the 25-minute dessert round.
While entertaining the viewers with their skill and charm, the four teams will of 
course have to win over the three judges with their culinary achievement. The 
judges, known for their ability to cook well with others, judge the plates based on 
their taste, presentation and creativity. 

The stakes will be high for the four teams, who will be competing not just for the 
glory of beating their rivals but also for a winner-takes-all grand prize of $10,000.
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